


REMO BAS-5105 antenna is 
designed for TV programs 
reception in 174...862 MHz 
(channels 6 - 69 in VHF and 
UHF bands). 

The antenna is a 

broadband antenna, it 

receives both analogue 
VHF/UHF TV, and digital TV 
formats DVB-T/DVB-T2. 



The antenna may be installed 
on TV-sets using FDMI VESA 
mount set, or on the digital 
receiver enclosure, or on any 
appropriate surface.

antenna



Mount fittings of the antenna allow fix it easily onto any modern TV-set.



Another important advantage of the antenna is FLEXIBILITY of its mount set.



Using its adhesive 
layer, you may also 
fix it on any 
appropriate surface: 
• vertical –
window glass
cabinet wall, etc.

• horizontal –
window sill,
Shelf
pedestal, etc. 



Delivery set consists of 
bracket elements for 
antenna installation with 
mount sets FDMI VESA 
MIS-D 75; VESA MIS-D 100; 
VESA MIS-E; VESA MIS-F 
200, 200, 6; VESA MIS-F 
200, 200, 8; VESA MIS-F 
600, 200, 6; VESA MIS-F 
280, 150, 6.



Depending on design, the 
antenna may be fed 
through coax cable directly 
from digital receiver or TV-
set with DVB-T2 tuner, or 
from USB injector that may 
be connected to the TV USB 
port or to USB port of the 
power supply unit.



PassiveActive
5V from TV-
tuner/TV-set

Active
5V from TV USB 

port

Design Options:

Р USB



Specifications:

Antenna type...................broadband
TV channels 6 – 12, 21 – 69

Gain, max., dBi:
•BAS-5105 - channels 6–12 …….……........ 24

channels 21–69 ….…………. 32
•BAS-5105USB - channels 6–12 ……....…. 24

channels 21–69 ……………. 32
•BAS-5105P - channels 6–12. …….……...…. 3

channels 21–69 ….…………... 5
Cable length, m….................................... 1.8
Impedance, Ohm ………………………………… 75
Dimensions, assembled, mm .… 190x89x20
Antenna weight, not more than, kg........ 0.3



Antenna is packed for 
delivery in full-color 
corrugated micro-
pasteboard box. 

Blister packing is also 
available.



Production process allows us to 
modify antenna brands for major 
customers and OEM clients.

OEM READY

Antenna surface may 
implemented as per your 
individual design.
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